For given input, the global trace generated by a parallel program in a shared memory multiprocessing environment may change as the memory architecture and management policies change. Consequently, if trace-driven simulation is used, care must be taken to adjust the global trace to re ect the reference pattern that would result from program execution in the new environment. Since the addresses may change as the environment changes, traditional process traces are not su cient.
Introduction
Trace-driven simulation has been e ectively used in the study of uniprocessor memory designs 20, 21] . The point of trace-driven simulation is to determine the performance of a given system for a This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grants CCR-8721781 and CCR-8821809). This paper has been accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems. It is also technical report CS-1990-8 of the Dept. of Computer Science, Duke University. particular program without actually executing the program on that system. Executing the program on the system entails building that system or at least building a simulator of the system detailed enough to interpret machine instructions. Instead, a trace of the program (that is, a sequence of the addresses referenced) is collected from its execution on an existing system. The trace is then run on a model of the new system that is detailed enough to determine how long each trace address would take to be processed while not actually executing the program. The credibility of the results rests, to a large extent, on the belief that the traces driving the simulation are realistic since they are derived from programs that are representative of a real workload. The validity of an observed program trace used within a new architecture may be questioned on a number of grounds (e.g. di erences in the width of the data path or instruction format), but we consider these e ects as constants for our purposes.
It is interesting to consider the application of trace-driven simulation to the study of parallel systems. In the context of a parallel system it is less clear that a trace is still realistic as the system changes. Figure 1 illustrates the framework we assume for trace-driven simulation of multiprocessor memory systems. The code that a particular process instantiates is its process program. Di erent processes in the computation may execute di erent process programs. Each process has a resulting process trace of its memory accesses that serves as input to the simulator. The parameters of the simulated environment are also input to the simulator. Based upon the process traces, the environment parameters, and the simulated system behavior so far, the simulator generates the next step of the simulation. The global trace is a description of the complete simulation in the form of a time-ordered sequence of memory actions triggered by the accesses in the individual process traces. In the simplest case, the global trace can be adequately represented as an interleaving of the memory operations given in the process traces. The global trace pre x describes the part of the simulation that has already occurred when the simulator is determining the next part of the simulation.
We assume (as is common in cache and memory studies) that the system being simulated is synchronous in that all activity is divided into clock cycles. The simulator is assumed to re ect the deterministic nature of the system so none of the timing in the simulator is speci ed stochastically. For such a deterministic simulation, there exists a single, reproducible global trace for a xed set of inputs and a xed environment (given some consistent ordering convention for events occurring within the same clock cycle).
When simulating an environment, E, di erent from the one in which the process traces were collected, an important issue is whether the generated global trace is correct in that it is the same as the global trace that results from executing the parallel program in environment E. It is easy to construct scenarios where changes in environment parameters (such as timing in the interconnection network or processor speeds) can cause the global trace to change by merely changing the relative ordering of the memory operations. Such changes can be accounted for in the simulator and so are not at issue.
The essential problem, which we call the global trace problem, is that it is also possible for the addresses in the load/store sequence of a process trace to change. For example, if two processes have a race condition on a shared variable (such as in the example in Figure 5 , presented in Section 4), then whether a branch on the value of that shared variable is taken will depend on the system environment. The address change need not be associated with control ow. A race condition on the assignment to a shared array index variable or a pointer variable can cause di erent addresses to be generated in di erent environments when that variable is used.
Clearly, if we view each process trace as a xed sequence of addresses then we cannot ensure that we have a correct global trace for a new environment, since the new environment may require address changes. The question then becomes whether there is an alternative representation of a process trace, so that trace-driven simulation can be used with certainty that a correct global trace is obtained and if so, how. This paper makes several contributions related to this question. First, we identify the causes of the global trace problem. Second, we propose intrinsic traces and the path expression notation for specifying interleavings. Third, we introduce the concept of graph-traceability to distinguish whether or not program reexecution can be avoided. Fourth, we illustrate the use of intrinsic traces and path expressions by a series of program fragments that have increasingly complex path expressions. By developing this framework, we demonstrate that there is a mechanism for ensuring that correct global traces can be generated. We do not mean to imply for the general case that using the formalism will always be easy or that simulations built upon this approach will necessarily be practical.
Related Work
A number of important contributions have been been made with respect to parallel trace-driven simulation. PSIMUL, one of the early simulators, provided insight into shared memory access patterns on the IBM RP3 8] . PSIMUL used the virtual machine facility on IBM systems to run the processes concurrently while collecting the process traces.
A common approach for uniprocessors is trap-oriented trace generation which imposes a dramatic slowing of program execution. The slowdown due to trace collection has been called the dilation factor. It has been noted 12] that this dilation factor is a serious problem in the multiprocessor case, since the trace content can be dependent on the dilation factor. A number of simulators have recently been developed to reduce this dilation factor through the use of inline simulation both for uniprocessors 5, 18] and multiprocessors 7, 22, 12, 9, 24, 2] . With inline simulation, the assembly language version of the compiled application is modi ed by code insertion. The inserted code can be used to generate a trace 22, 12] or to do execution-driven simulation 7, 22, 9] . In execution-driven simulation the inserted code analyzes what the behavior of the application would be in the target environment during the execution in the host environment.
Execution-driven simulation has the disadvantage of requiring that the application program be reexecuted for each target environment. Trace-driven simulation using traditional traces, regardless of the method of trace collection, has the disadvantage that it is unclear whether the resulting global trace is correct for each target environment 9] . If the only address changes are due to control ow and, in particular, are due to spin locks and barriers, it is possible to use traditional traces and have the simulator account for repetition of basic blocks 11]. In our terminology, such programs are a subset of path-traceable programs (programs for which the set of basic blocks referenced is environment-independent). 
Organization of the Paper
In the next section we describe the assumptions made about the environment and the intermediate code format used to express a program. In the following section we describe the method of generating a correct global trace including the concepts of address change points, intrinsic traces, path expressions, and graph-traceability. Examples of program fragments requiring path expressions of di erent complexities are in section four. In section ve, we outline the extensions necessary to apply these techniques to trace-driven simulation of systems that do not guarantee sequential memory consistency. Finally, we conclude in section six.
Assumptions

Environment
We are considering the case of a single parallel program executing on a shared memory multiprocessor. A number of con gurations are possible for such a multiprocessor. Our discussion assumes the architecture shown in Figure 2 which arises from our interest in operating system support for memory management policies 13, 16, 17] in machines similar to the BBN Butter y family 4].
Memory is distributed into memory modules, one that is local to each processor. Each processor has one process running on it with all the processes of the program executing within a shared virtual address space. The shared data is spread across the local memories. The code of each process's program and its private data typically reside in its own local memory.
The memory modules are divided into frames. The OS provides memory management support for dynamic placement and possible replication of pages from the shared virtual address space into frames of physical memory. Thus, a frame contains a copy (possibly the only copy) of a page. Each processor has a page table that maps a virtual address to a local or remote memory frame containing a copy of the page to be accessed on a load. The memory management system also maintains each page's copy set so that on a store, all the other copies can be invalidated or updated according to the consistency protocol being used. The operation on a single copy is called a store-copy. Page copies can be migrated or replicated either by the fault-handlers associated with each processor or by page scanner daemons. Page scanners, asynchronous with respect to processor references, use reference history information to change the placement and number of copies of a page. Each memory module can be modeled as having a FCFS bu er of pending requests. In a given cycle, only one of those requests can be serviced by that module. In a given cycle, a processor can issue one load or store and it issues loads and stores in program order. If a valid mapping exists in the page table of the processor issuing a load, the mapped-in page copy is used, requiring the request to traverse the interconnection network if a remote module is indicated. Loads are synchronous in that the processor does not generate its next reference until the contents of the memory location are returned. In the situation in which multiple copies of a page exist, a store triggers a number of store-copy operations. For the time being, we assume that stores are also synchronous (i.e. the processor blocks until the store is acknowledged as complete) and that the newly written value appears to become available to all processors at the same point in time.
Environment parameters for this situation include features such as processor speeds, link latencies and bandwidths in the interconnect, page size, the memory management policy, and the number of page scanners. The simulator uses these parameters in generation of the global trace.
Our interest in ensuring valid trace-driven simulation in the study of OS-based page migration and replication strategies for this environment has motivated this work. Many of the di cult issues pertaining to the use of traces in this architectural model are shared by other architectures in which trace-driven simulation is commonly used (such as those based on caches). It is desirable for our techniques for adjusting traces to be applicable to a range of di erent environments. It has been noted 10, 1, 6, 15] that advanced architectural features designed to enhance the performance of memory access make it di cult to reason about the execution of parallel programs. For example, since stores do not return a value, performance can be easily improved by making them asynchronous, allowing the processor to proceed immediately after issuing a store. Propagation of updates to replicas may not necessarily be done in such a way as to preserve the illusion of an atomic write. Thus, a single store may be serviced at di erent memory modules at di erent cycles for di erent page copies and this behavior may be observable. Some processors may issue subsequent memory requests before previous loads are complete (subject to data dependencies) or even issue explicitly out of program order. An interconnect servicing multiple load and stores concurrently and providing alternative paths between each processor-memory pair may e ectively reorder loads and stores even if they are issued in program order since they may not arrive at the memory module in program order. In spite of the enhanced performance these sources of inconsistency permit, programmers prefer a memory model that supports sequential consistency which is de ned by Lamport 15] as Hardware is sequentially consistent if] the result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all the processors were executed in some sequential order, and the operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order speci ed by its program.
For the bulk of this discussion, we assume an environment that guarantees sequential consistency. This allows a load or store to be viewed as taking e ect atomically with respect to all other references to the same virtual address, even if multiple copies (such as in caches) are present. We consider two signi cant points in the lifetime of a load or store: the clock cycle at which it is issued by its processor and the clock cycle at which the operation is said to be performed at the physical memory. Upon successfully issuing a memory request, the destination location is determined and not subject to any changes. A load is performed during the clock cycle at which it is serviced at a memory module and the value to be returned is bound. A store is performed at the cycle when all of its associated store-copy operations have completed. In a sequentially consistent environment, the contents of all the copies are unavailable while any of the individual store-copy operations are still in progress.
However, architectures exist in which executions violate sequential consistency and a tracedriven simulator for those environments cannot depend on sequential consistency when ensuring that the global trace is correct. We defer discussion of the issues raised in these more elaborate memory architectures until section 5.
Intermediate Code
We consider process programs that can be expressed in a certain three-address intermediate code format 3] . In that format, the operands can be names, constants, or compiler-generated temporaries. If the operand is a name, it can be of a scalar or of an array. A variable is called a shared variable if it is possible that during some execution, more than one process will reference it. Otherwise, it is called a private variable. The traditional binary and unary operators exist including arithmetic and logical operators. One of the unary operators is TestAndSet(x) which, as an atomic unit, sets the value of x to 1 and returns the previous value of x. A parallel computation based on such programs is deterministic in that, for a given data input and a deterministic environment, the the set of process traces never changes. 5. Address and pointer assignments of the form x := &y, x := *y, and *x := y. The rst assignment sets the value of x to the location of y. & is the address-of operator. The second assignment sets the value of x to the value at the location pointed to by y. The third assignment sets the value of the location pointed to by x to the value of y. * is the dereferencing operator.
Each three-address intermediate code statement translates to a sequence of (restartable) machine language instructions, each of which generates a sequence of loads and stores directed to locations in the shared virtual address space. The most general form of an instruction's address string is load instruction, operand1 loads 1 , operand2 loads, store result.
A fault taken during the processing of this address string may require repeating the sequence from the last instruction load. For our purposes, it is the last instance of the load/store sequence that is useful in determining subsequent address changes in the global trace being generated. After successfully issuing the store result, the program counter is also updated to the start of the next instruction or to the address of the label L. In the case of an atomic operator, the coupled load and store is denoted by a load-store (LS) in the address string. The sequence of load and store instructions to shared memory is the aspect of the process program needed by the simulator.
For pedagogical purposes, we also describe the programs at the more readable intermediate code level. In the rst example we show both levels. In the latter examples we show only the intermediate code level since the associated load/store sequence should be clear. When presenting examples only in terms of intermediate code programs, we make two restrictions on the intermediate code statements:
1. at most one operand for any statement (and none for a conditional branch statement) can be an array component or use a dereferencing operator, 2. and, no more than one load or store associated with a statement can be to a shared location. This restriction is lifted when no confusion is possible, as in a dereference of a shared variable that points to a shared location. A second example is a TestAndSet operator which implies both a load and store, but guarantees atomicity.
The e ect of these restrictions is to make it easier to visualize essential features of the global trace by allowing identi cation of a single signi cant operation in the load/store sequence of a statement that can serve as the abstract reference point (e.g. to determine time-ordering) for the entire statement. Clearly, these restrictions are only syntactic in that any program not satisfying them can be translated into one that does, by the introduction of private temporary variables.
Method
In this section we present the solution method in the sequentially consistent case. The presentation divides into the following subsections: characterizing the aspects of a program that cause the global trace problem, the basic intrinsic trace framework, the re nement from a global trace pre x to a path expression, the details about the path expression notation, and the simulator's actions including the concept of graph-traceability.
Causes of the Global Trace Problem
The rst step is to identify the causes of the global trace problem. The points in the load/store sequence of a process at which the sequence of addresses can be changed by a di erent environment are called address change points (ACPs). For programs generated from our intermediate code there are three intermediate code statements that may contain ACPs: conditional branch statements, indexed assignment statements, and pointer assignment statements. Not all such statements include ACPs.
If one of the operands to the relational operator of a conditional branch statement is a shared variable or a private variable that depends on a shared variable, then an ACP occurs immediately after the loads and stores of the branch. The operands that cause there to be an ACP are called ACP operands. The ACP occurs at the cycle at which the address of the next instruction is issued. If the index of an indexed assignment statement, or the pointer of a pointer assignment statement, is a shared variable or a private variable that depends on a shared variable, then the load or store using the contained address is an ACP. The index or pointer involved is called an ACP operand. The ACP occurs at the cycle at which that load or store is issued. A private variable is said to depend on a shared variable if there exists at least one execution in which a change in the value of the shared variable causes a change in the value of the private variable.
For example, consider the parallel program of Figure 3 . Figure 3a gives the intermediate code The ACP within a conditional branch statement di ers signi cantly from those within the other two statements. For the other two statements the ACP occurs because the address of one of the references resulting from executing the statement depends on the environment. In the indexed assignment statement the array component accessed can vary. In the pointer assignment statement, the address to which it points can vary. For the conditional branch statement, the next statement to be executed changes.
Note that the concept of an address change point is distinct from that of a control ow point. Some address change points are not control ow points and some control ow points are not address change points (such as unconditional branches or conditional branches on private variables that do not depend on shared variables).
We want to identify the loads and stores, called address a ecting points (AAPs), that can in uence the address issued at a particular ACP. As a rst step recall the concept of a use-de nition chain or a ud-chain from compiler optimization theory 3]. As a third step we translate the a ects relation to the load/store trace level. A de nition appears to signify a store memory operation and a use, a load operation. However, one must also recognize that the perform of a load may constitute the de nition of a value in a register within the processor state. The subsequent use takes place internally to the processor and is not apparent in the load/store sequence. Thus, both loads and stores appear in the a ects relation at the load/store level.
Finally, we say that the set of AAPs associated with an ACP A consists of the load/store operations that are in the a ects relation for at least one de nition that is in the ud-chain of an ACP operand of A. Note that an AAP statement might not be in the same process program as its ACP statement. A shared variable may have de nitions in the process programs executed by di erent processes.
In Figure 3 , the set of AAPs for the load, FB 0 , of the indexed statement F is fFA 0 , EB 0 , EA 0 , CA 0 , CA 1 g. The set of AAPs for the ACP after BA 0 is fBA 0 , AB 0 , AA 0 , AA 1 , DA 1 g.
Intrinsic Traces
With the cause of the global trace problem identi ed, we can now propose a solution that allows trace-driven simulation with assurance of correctness. We contend that the key concept of trace-driven simulation is to decouple the program execution that generates the trace from the simulation in the new environment. Consequently, the solution we developed is the closest possible to traditional trace-driven simulation in that it ensures correct global traces while maximizing the decoupling of program execution from simulation. Since a traditional process trace as a sequence of address references is inadequate, the rst step is to generalize the notion of a process trace to that of an intrinsic trace.
The rst step of de ning an intrinsic trace is to de ne the address basic blocks and the address ow graph of a process program. Recall that a basic block in compiler terminology 3] is a sequence of intermediate code statements that is started either at the statement after a branch statement (conditional or unconditional) or is started at the target statement of a branch statement. The basic block ends with a branch statement (conditional or unconditional) or the instruction before the target statement of a branch statement.
Each process program can be viewed as a directed graph of basic blocks. This directed graph is called the ow graph for that process program. During one execution of a parallel program each process follows one path through the ow graph of that process.
The ow graph of basic blocks, however, contains more control ow information than needed for the purpose of generating valid address traces. We introduce an adaptation of it that we call the address ow graph. Only a subset of the basic block delimiters, namely, the conditional branch statements that have an ACP or the instructions before the target statements of conditional branches that have an ACP, are used to divide the process program into address basic blocks (ABBs). Basic blocks terminated by unconditional branches, conditional branches that do not depend on shared data, or the instructions before the targets of non-ACP branches may be embedded within ABBs.
Thus, in Figure 3 , each process's program consists of two ABBs: one with statements A and B, denoted ab (a concatenation of the lowercase letters corresponding to statements within the block), and another with statements C, D, E, and F, called cdef. The address ow graph has directed edges from block ab to ab and from ab to cdef.
The intrinsic trace of a process consists of the ABBs organized into the address ow graph. For an ABB, three classes of information are kept. First is the trace of loads and stores that an execution of the ABB generates including the actual addresses when those are known. The only explicit unknown addresses are at the ACPs for the array component of an indexed assignment and the pointer address in a pointer assignment. Instruction loads are distinguished to delimit the scope of each instruction's load/store sequence in case of restart. When the trace of an ABB is produced, paths through embedded basic blocks which are independent of the environment are fully expanded. For example, in generating the load/store sequence for an embedded loop, the trace lists address references for the appropriate number of loop iterations. Address calculations that depend on the private control ow variables of an embedded basic block (e.g. array indexes based upon a purely private loop variable) can be determined when the trace is expanded.
Second is a marker at each ACP and for each ACP, a marker at each of its associated AAPs. These are the above unknown addresses and at the end of the block if the block ends with a conditional branch statement that is an ACP.
Third, the duration between the end of one reference and the start of the next reference clearly depends on the actual instructions being executed, but it also depends on the processor speed. Thus, we associate with each load and store, the duration until the next reference assuming some given processor speed.
The intrinsic trace is an address reference trace (more precisely, a ow graph of traces) and not an alternative representation of the static program. The point of an intrinsic trace is to stay as close as possible to a traditional trace while still handling addresses that are environmentdependent (ACPs). Consequently, the intrinsic trace contains all address references that are not ACPs. Some non-ACP address references can only be determined by program execution, and so the intrinsic trace is not equivalent to the static program. Unlike a traditional address trace, however, the intrinsic trace of a process cannot be constructed from a single program execution. A single execution would only follow a single path through the address ow graph. Instead the program must be forced through all of the address basic blocks reachable, given the xed input.
Global Trace Pre x
If an ACP is to avoid program reexecution, then the global trace pre x plays a major role. The global trace pre x records each load and store that has been issued so far. A complete global trace pre x shows the status of each load or store request from the cycle of issue until completion (where a load completes when its return value arrives at the requesting processor and a store completes when it has been performed and acknowledged). By ordering concurrent events (those occurring within the same cycle) according to some consistently applied convention and considering only pre xes that include all events in the last cycle, there is a single representation for the global trace pre x at any point in time.
With any possible global trace pre x, one needs to be able to determine the associated next set of addresses to be issued. The global trace pre x is more detailed and cumbersome than one would like. We propose below a succession of simpler representations that can be used instead of the global trace pre x: the global perform interleaving pre x of loads and stores, the process path representation at each cycle experiencing a load or store perform, and the process path representation at each load and store perform only for AAPs and ACPs. These representations more succinctly and intuitively describe the features of a pre x that cause it to be associated with a particular next address.
The global trace pre x can be replaced by the pre x of the global interleaving of performs of loads and stores. This abstracts away the precise cycle time at which each event takes place and includes only performs. As in the global trace from which it is derived, this interleaving may have multiple events that occur in the same cycle since there are multiple memory modules in which concurrent performs can take place. These appear as consecutive events with no indication of concurrency, but satisfying the constraint that all relevant events through the last cycle are included. Though several global trace pre xes may map to the same load/store global perform interleaving, the next address to issue at the ACP is still uniquely determined. This is because the relative ordering of the performs is the critical factor in determining the e ect of a load or store.
For each memory request, we need to specify the memory request, the process making the request, and the process program statement instantiation that is its source. A single statement may be instantiated multiple times during an execution, and so its associated load/store sequence is repeated 2 . Labeling each load/store request in the intrinsic trace is su cient to identify the memory request. For this discussion, the labels are the letters attached to the code fragments in our examples, and for readability, we redundantly include the operation (load, store, or atomic loadstore) and the location to be accessed. For example, L FB 0 (1) (index) speci es the rst instantiation (the \1" in parentheses) of the load (\L") labeled FB in gure 3 by process 0 (the subscript \0") accessing the variable index. Often, the instantiation number is omitted, indicating the most recent instance in the global trace pre x. The next step is to realize that this global interleaving can be decoupled into path representations of the individual processes. Suppose that at each perform cycle, we know for each process its sequence of performed loads and stores. In this case, we can reconstruct the global interleaving of performs of the loads and stores. To see this, consider the cycle at which load A of process 1 is being performed. The simulator knows for each process the sequence of loads and stores that have already been performed through the previous cycle. By considering the tail entry in each of these paths, the set of loads and stores that occurred last relative to the others can be determined. This involves nding the set of tails of the process paths at the perform cycle of each of those loads or stores and comparing each such set against the later set of tails. The comparison yielding the largest subset of tail entries that are unchanged identi es those loads and stores that performed most recently. Working backward in this manner, the complete global interleaving of load and store performs can be constructed.
The nal simpli cation is that at a particular ACP we do not need to know the path pre xes of all processes as of all previous load and store performs. Instead, we only need to know the path pre xes of all processes as of all previous load and store performs that are AAPs of this ACP. It is true that to construct the exact global perform interleaving we need to know the path pre xes as of all previous loads and stores. However, it is acceptable to not distinguish between two global perform interleavings that map to the same next address at this ACP. By considering path pre xes only at the time of AAPs, we capture all executions with such a mapping, since the order in which loads and stores that do not e ect this ACP are performed is irrelevant.
Path Expressions
As suggested in the previous subsection the process path representation is an alternative to the global trace pre x that can be simpler for specifying when the next address should have a certain value. In this subsection we describe this notation more formally. We also de ne the path expression notation. Path expressions are constructs in the intrinsic trace that can be evaluated to determine the addresses to issue at ACPs. They are based upon regular expressions and describe sets of process paths. A process's process path pre x, path(i,p), as of the cycle p is the sequence of load and store performs that process i has done so far (through cycle p ? 1). The set of process path pre xes, one per process, at a given cycle is the global path pre x (GPP) at that cycle. For an ACP, the complete path pre x (CPP) is the union of the global path pre xes at the cycle its process was at this ACP (meaning about to issue the address) and at the cycles when the various processes involved were at the AAPs (that is, the cycle at which the load or store was performed) for this ACP. Note that if a particular process executes a particular AAP multiple times, then the GPP of each of the instantiations is in the CPP.
For example, consider the parallel program of Figure 3 . FB 0 is an ACP for process 0 because of the value of i. The associated AAPs are FA 0 , EB 0 , EA 0 , CA 0 , and CA 1 . Suppose that at cycle 17 the load at FB 0 is to be issued. A possible subset of the pre x of the global perform interleaving is shown in Table 1 .
Recall that the cycle times do not actually appear in the representation. They are given here to simplify the explanation. Even though the timing information is lost, we know that S CA 0 (1) (index) the path expression speci es one set of complete path pre xes for which if the actual complete path pre x is a member, then the path expression evaluates to true. The disjunction in the path expression allows the speci cation of more than one set of possible complete path pre xes.
Thus, in the Figure 3 1 has not yet been done. It is equal to BCONSTANT if CA 1 executes after CA 0 .
Simulator Actions
With the intrinsic trace framework, as described above, the actions taken by the simulator are straightforward. For a given environment the simulator starts processing each process's process trace to produce a global trace. Between ACPs the process traces are the address reference sequences speci ed in the intrinsic trace. The inter-reference durations and the interleaving between the di erent processes are in uenced by the environment. When an AAP of an ACP is encountered that is used in that ACP's path expression, then the necessary information from the AAP's complete path pre x are saved. When an ACP is reached, the parts of its complete path pre x that are used in its path expression have been saved or are current knowledge. The ACP's path expression partitions the set of possible complete path pre xes according to the next address to issue. The simulator uses the actual complete path pre x to determine which partition is relevant and issues the associated next address. The simulator also keeps track of when each issued address reference is performed at the target memory module.
In the above method the di cult part is not the simulation itself; the di cult part is the static construction of the path expressions. For a given partition of complete path pre xes, nding an associated succint path expression is one problem. The more serious di culty, however, is determining the possible next addresses to issue and the mapping between complete path pre xes and next addresses. One approach that always works is to see what next address results from reexecuting the program or the needed subset of the program. This defeats the purpose of tracedriven simulation (that is, to avoid program reexecution for each environment). In some cases, however, program reexecution is not needed. By program inspection it is clear what the possible next addresses are and the mapping between them and complete path pre xes. We argue that trace-driven simulation in the strict sense of avoiding program reexecution is only possible for ACPs for which the next address associated with a particular global trace pre x is clear from program inspection alone and thus without program reexecution. An ACP for which it is reasonable to claim that the next addresses can be determined simply by inspection, we call graph-traceable. If all the ACPs of a parallel program are graph-traceable, then the program is said to be graph-traceable. For some classes of ACP it is obvious that they are graph-traceable. For example, suppose the only AAPs for an ACP are assignments of constants without any arithmetic operations. On the other hand, the level of complexity of arithmetic operations that makes an ACP non-graph-traceable is not clear.
There is a special case of graph-traceability worth mentioning. If the address ow graph of each process in the parallel program is such that the branch target at each conditional branch is to an address basic block that has already been traversed, then the computation is said to be pathtraceable. For such a computation the collection of address basic blocks in a process's path never changes; only the number of times an address basic block is repeated may change. An example of a fragment of a path-traceable program is a spin-lock.
The usefulness of the graph-traceability concept lies in its role as a means of describing when trace-driven simulation can be used in a nontrivial sense. Note that the distinction between parallel programs which are graph-traceable and those that are not is a conceptual distinction and not a computational distinction. Even when determining the next address at an ACP can be done without partial program reexecution, the actual cost of partial reexecution, in some cases, is much less than the cost of determining which class of global trace pre xes contains the actual global trace pre x.
Depends and Unboundedness
An interesting point is that a usage of a private variable may be an ACP because that private variable depends on a shared variable even though that shared variable does not occur in any of the associated AAPs. Figure 4 contains an example. In this example and the remaining ones we only use the intermediate code statements since the associated loads and stores should be clear. The variable cnt is private, but its value depends on when the shared variable x is updated (the Such a dependency, in itself, does not make an ACP not graph-traceable. If a shared variable is not used in any associated AAP, then the only means by which it can in uence the value of the private variable at the ACP is by changing the interleaving or number of occurrences of the associated AAPs. However, this information is part of the complete path state of the ACP and so can be used by the path expression in determining the private variable's value. Figure 4 illustrates a related issue, in that the number of times that process 0 executes its loop is unbounded since the duration until A 1 is executed is unbounded. This appears to con ict with our formulation of path expressions that allows only a nite number of result values. This is not really a con ict since only a nite number of values are legal for the variable cnt since cnt is used as an address (an array o set) and the program is executing in a nite address space. However, this illustrates our point that use of path expressions may mean that trace-driven simulation is possible, but it might be undesirable. The number of cases in the path expression may be close to the size of the address space. Consider, for example, an indexed array assignment with any component in a very large array being a possible next address.
Examples
In this section we present examples of ACPs with progressively more complex path expressions. The levels of complexity shown in these examples can be used to classify the complexity of the ACPs and in turn of the parallel programs. All of the examples, except the last one, we argue are examples of graph-traceable ACPs. In each gure's caption we present the associated path expression. To avoid irrelevant complexity assume the program fragments in the examples are not inside loops. We present a larger program example in a companion paper 14]. 
Single Store Perform
The rst example only uses the current global path pre x to determine whether a particular store operation has been performed as the required information within the path expression for a conditional branch ACP. In the example in Figure 5 , the value of a ag set by process 1 can determine the control ow of process 0 (both have essentially straight line programs). One can evaluate the Boolean condition of the ag being set by knowing whether the value of flag that process 0 loads is a result of the store performed on it by process 1. Thus, process 0's ACP in statement A 0 has a path expression that evaluates to true if the path for the other process in the current global path state (i.e. path(1, cycle(L A 0 (flag))) indicates that the other process is in a path containing S B 1 (flag).
Process Path History
The next simplest case is when more path history is needed than just a single store perform. Figure 6 is an example of this. The path expression associated with process 0's indexed assignment statement evaluates to the number of times that process 1 has gone through its loop. The global path pre x when process 0 is in statement A 0 is su cient information. It indicates the number of instances of S A 1 (index) that have occurred in path(1, cycle(L A 0 (index))).
Need for Global Path Pre xes at Last AAPs
The next more complicated case occurs when the current global path pre x of all processes proves inadequate. In this case, the ACP has some associated AAPs and the global path pre xes at the last time those AAPs were reached are used also in computing the value of the path expression. Figure 7 illustrates this case. If both processes are straight-line in this part, then at the operand fetch of the pointer assignment ACP in C 0 , we need to know which of the assignments to x was done last. In general, this is not knowable from the current GPP alone. If the store to x has been performed by process 1 in the current GPP then we also need the GPP at the time that process 0 reaches its store in statement B 0 or at the time that process 1 reaches its store in statement B 1 to determine the relative ordering of these stores.
AAP Path History
The next case occurs when more path history is needed than the stores as of the last AAPs. All of the other statements contain AAPs for the ACP in E 0 in the example presented in Figure 8 . The value of x used at the ACP depends on the complete global perform interleaving. Consequently, the paths as of each AAP are needed. There are 126 possible interleavings of the statements of Figure 8 with 13 possible nal values for x. A subset of these x values, the number of interleavings that result in that x value, and some of the actual interleavings are listed in Table 2 . Each S i in the path expression at E 0 must capture the character of the set of interleavings associated with the x value.
Creating concise path expressions may be considered an art. One brute force approach, given a nite number of interleavings, is to enumerate the subsets for each x value, making a description of each member into a disjunctive term of the path expression of S i . This suggests a strategy for at least partially automating the generation of path expressions. The 126 interleavings, of which temp := 2 * x; A: temp := x + 1; B:
x := temp; B:
x := temp; C:
temp := 2 * x; C: temp := x + 1; D:
x := temp; D:
x := temp; E:
array x] := 5; several are shown in Table 2 , were found using such an enumeration program.
Past Path History
In the examples above, only the path history at the last time each of the AAPs executed is used in the path expressions of the associated ACPs. Examples can be constructed in which the path history at previous instances of the AAPs are needed as well (e.g. path(i, cycle(S j (n))), where 1 n <last). Figure 8 can be used here if we make the modi cation where the rst instances of A and B in Figure 9 are statements A and B in Figure 8 and the second instances of A and B in Figure 9 are statements C and D in Figure 8 .
In the rst case, x's nal value is 14. In the second case, x's nal value is 12. A global path state at any of the AAP second instances cannot distinguish between these two cases. Figure 8 and Figure 9 are related in that, with the suitable transformation, they have the same interleavings and path expression. The transformation is to equate the rst instances of A and B in Figure 8 with statements A and B in Figure 9 and to equate the second instances of A and B in Figure 8 with statements C and D in Figure 9 .
Functions
The last case occurs when the ACP might not be graph-traceable and so some general function is needed as the path expression. Figure 10 shows such an example where F is an arbitrary function of its argument index. The value of index used by F depends on the number of times process 1 has gone through its loop. However, determining the array o set at statement B 0 of process 0 requires executing code equivalent to function F.
The issue is the complexity of the function F. The e ect of it as a transformation on the possible values of index has to be evaluated. If this evaluation can be done by inspection, then the ACP is said to be graph-traceable. If the evaluation is complex and done before or during the simulation, we say that the ACP is not graph-traceable. 
Weak Consistency
We have assumed strict sequential consistency, up to this point, in the development of these techniques. Increasingly, architects and systems builders are interested in performance enhancements that provide weaker guarantees of consistency. This raises the question of whether the approach we have proposed can be adapted to allow trace-driven simulation of those kinds of systems. In this section, we outline the problems that relaxing the sequential consistency assumptions pose for our framework and suggest how to address them.
The features that lead to weaker forms of memory consistency require changes in 1. the information that has to be supplied in the intrinsic trace format, 2. what the global trace pre x, generated during simulation, may contain, and 3. what a path expression looks like.
One of the most fundamental problems that can arise is that stores are not necessarily atomic. In a system that allows replication or caching, an issued store triggers multiple store-copy operations that are locally performed on di erent copies at di erent cycles. Whereas this may be physically true in sequentially consistent systems as well, the important point is that, with weaker assumptions, the new values may become visible to loads issued to some of the copies while the old values are still accessible to loads issued to other copies (even loads issued during later clock cycles).
The environmental parameters that may be varied in a simulation study include the method used to map a load request to the particular copy that should be used to service it, the way in which copies may be dynamically created and destroyed, and the consistency algorithm to be enforced. Consequently, the load/store sequence for each basic block in the intrinsic trace remains, as originally de ned, given in terms of virtual addresses and contains no speci cation of individual copy operations. There are several additional constructs needed in the intrinsic trace representation, however. With the possibility of weak consistency, architects have proposed additional memory operations that can be explicitly invoked by programmers when consistency must be assured. An example of such an operation is a full fence 6], which delays all future loads and stores until all previous loads and stores are performed. An intrinsic trace of a process program using such operations includes fence-type operations in the load/store sequence. Several discussions 10, 1, 6] of forms of weak consistency suggest the equivalent of implicit fences around accesses to designated locations (e.g. those holding synchronization variables). In order to provide the capability to simulate such systems, the intrinsic trace representation of the process program must identify which shared writable locations should be subject to such treatment, if the environment provides it.
Multiple copies and nonatomic stores also a ect the formulation of the global trace pre x and global perform interleaving. In our original model, a store is considered performed when all of the associated store-copy operations have completed. Now, describing the behavior of a store operation requires identifying the clock cycles during which a store-copy operation is serviced at each copy's memory module. We refer to these store-copy operations as being locally performed. A store is considered performed when all of its associated store-copy operations are locally performed. Under the assumption that the number of copies of each location is statically xed, the adjustment to the earlier de nition of the global trace pre x is minor: each trace entry describing a performed load or a locally performed store-copy speci es which copy is a ected by the operation (e.g. L FB 0 (1) (index 2 ) indicates a load from the second copy of index). In this case, S CA 1 (1) (index 1 ) is locally performed when the store is done with respect to the rst copy of index and, if index has n copies, the store is considered performed when the last of n store-copies has been locally performed in the global trace pre x. Unfortunately, what complicates the picture is that typically the number of copies is dynamic. For example, in a cache-based architecture, a load implies creation of a copy and a store-copy operation is often the invalidation (destruction) of a copy. However, as long as only the simulator needs to maintain the current number of copies and the appropriate mappings for load requests, and if path expressions can be written in a manner that is independent of the uctuating number of copies, then de ning a locally performed store-copy as performed with respect to a particular one of the copies is still an adequate representation in the global trace pre x for our purposes.
Path expressions must be extended to deal with this issue of multiple copies of data and locally performed store-copy operations encoded in the global trace pre x. We use symbolic subscripts on the variable name. 9 means the store has been locally performed on at least one copy. This is useful in a negation to indicate that no evidence of an issued store has yet appeared and the old values are still visible. 8 means the store has been locally performed for all copies or, in other words, that the store has been performed. is used to relate two operations on the same variable by indicating that they access the same copy. For example, in path(1, cycle(L EA 0 (1) (index ))) 2 1 S CA 1 (index ) 1 , it means that the store by process 1 has been locally performed on the particular copy of index from which process 0 loads, without specifying the exact identity of the copy.
Other proposed architectures relax the restriction that program order be respected. Even if loads and stores are issued in program order, introducing asynchronous stores to improve memory performance allows a load request to be issued before a previous store is guaranteed of being globally performed. In this case the operations may appear to have been performed out of program order. The path expression framework appears powerful enough to handle this situation. Some architectures allow instructions to be explicitly issued out of program order subject to constraints. Intrinsic traces based on the load/store sequence instead of machine instructions lack some of the information (e.g. the machine operations that indicate what functional units are required) that is typically needed to simulate such architectures. Adapting our framework to handle this case, in general, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Summary
For given input, the global trace generated by a parallel program in a distributed shared memory environment may change as the environment changes. To ensure that a correct global trace is generated by the trace-driven simulator involves two steps. The rst step is to ensure that the process traces provide enough information to the simulator. Traditional address traces contain a sequence of addresses along a single path through the process's process program. Such a trace is not adequate for a process trace since the sequence of addresses issued by a process may be environment dependent. We propose that the intrinsic trace of each process be used instead as its process trace. The intrinsic trace of a process consists of the address basic blocks(ABBs) organized into the address ow graph. For each ABB three classes of information are kept. First, is the trace of loads and stores including the actual addresses when those are known. Second, is the inter-reference durations for a given processor speed. Third, is a marker at each address a ecting point(AAP) and a path expression at each address change point(ACP).
The second step is that at each cycle the simulator must use the process traces, the environment parameters, and the global trace pre x to determine the events of the next cycle, including what addresses to issue. For given data input and environment, the global trace pre x determines the next address to issue for each process. We argue that the de ning characteristic of trace-driven simulation is that the next address associated with a given global trace pre x can be determined without program reexecution.
The interesting case occurs when the next address is environment dependent. Such a point is called an address change point (ACP), which is a distinct concept from a control ow point. If the next address can be determined without program reexecution, then that ACP is said to be graphtraceable. If all the address change points in the program are graph-traceable, then the program is graph-traceable. Consequently, assuming the use of intrinsic traces, graph-traceable programs are the class for which correct global trace generation using trace-driven simulation can be done. To perform such a simulation, one rst annotates each ACP with an expression specifying what the next address should be given each set of global trace pre xes. When the simulation reaches that ACP, the simulator determines the next address by identifying what set of global trace pre xes contains the actual global trace pre x.
Classifying an ACP as graph-traceable proves inherently subjective since it is based on the judgement of whether the next address can be determined by inspection. As a result we examine two aspects of characterizing the breadth of the class of graph-traceable ACPs. The rst aspect is to nd simpler, more intuitive, descriptions that can be used instead of the global trace pre x. In particular, we suggest the use of path expressions based on the ACP and its associated address a ecting points (AAPs). The second aspect is to explore the relative complexity of the information needed at an ACP. This is illustrated by a series of program fragment examples with increasing complexity of path expressions. An example in a companion paper 14] provides further illustration.
Several directions for future research exist. First, is to characterize real programs in terms of the proposed framework. In particular, quantifying the frequency of ACPs, the frequency of ACPs that are graph-traceable, and the complexity of the path expressions of the ACPs would be useful. Second, is to construct a simulator that generates correct global traces. Until such a simulator is constructed, it is di cult to determine the complexity of such a construction. Comparing such a simulator to a hybrid simulator that does do partial reexecution at some ACPs would also be interesting. Third, is to evaluate the necessity of having a correct global trace. Trace-driven simulation is typically used for the collection of general statistics such as hit ratios. Perhaps, for real programs whether a trace is collected from a di erent environment might introduce minimal errors for the statistics of interest. However, even if the error is minimal in some experiments, an argument can be made for generating correct global traces, since otherwise it is not possible to measure the error.
